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ADV Adventure
AGY Anthology
ANI Animals
ANT Antiques/Collectibles
ART Art/Architecture
AUT Automotive
BIO Biography/Autobiography
BLI African-American Interest
BUS Business/Economics
CAR Career/Jobs
CKG Cooking
COM Computer
CUR Current Events
DIT Dictionary/Thesaurus
DRA Drama/Films/Plays
EDU Education
ENV Environmental
FAM Family/Marriage
FAN Fantasy
FIC General Fiction
FIN Investments/Personal Finance
GAM Games/Puzzles
GAR Gardening
GRA Graphic Novels
HEA Health/Diet/Exercise
HIF Historical Fiction
HIS History
HMR Home Repair/Decorating
HOB Hobbies/Crafts
HOL Holidays
HOR Horror
HUM Humor
JVE Juvenile/Ages 5-8
JVI Juvenile/Ages 8-12
JVP Juvenile/Preschool
JVV Juvenile/Ages 13-18
LAN Language
LAT Latin Fiction
LIF Lifestyle
LIT Literature/Classics
LTC Literature/Contemporary
MED Medical
MLC Multi cultural
MOT Inspirational/Motivational
MOV Movie/TV Tie-In
MUS Music/Dance
MYS Mystery
NAT Nature
NEW New Age
NTV Native American
OCC Occult
OCF Occult Fiction
PAR Parenting/Childbirth
PHI Philosophy
PHO Photography
POE Poetry
POL Politics
POP Popular Culture
PDY Psychology/Self Help
REC Recovery
REF Reference/General
REL Religious
RFL Reference/Foreign Languages
ROM Romance
SCI Science
SEX Sexuality
SFF Science Fiction
SOC Sociology
SPA Spanish
SPO Sports/Recreation
SUS Suspense
SW Southwest
TAX Tax Preparation
TRD Travel/Domestic
TRF Travel/Foreign
TRU True Crime
WES Western
WOM Women’s Studies
XMS Christmas
ADV ♥ The cutthroat
Cussler, Clive LP-5534
The year is 1911. Chief Investigator Isaac Bell of the Van Dorn Detective Agency has had many extraordinary cases before. But none quite like this: hired to find a young woman named Anna Pape who ran away from home to become an actress, Bell gets a shock when her murdered body turns up instead. Vowing to bring the killer to justice, he begins a manhunt which leads him into increasingly more alarming territory.

ADV ♥ The oracle
Cussler, Clive LP-5496
In 533 A.D., the last Vandal ruler in North Africa consults an oracle on how to defeat the invading Byzantine army. The oracle tells the king that a high priestess cast a curse upon the Vandal Kingdom after a sacred scroll was stolen. In order to lift the curse, the scroll must be returned to its rightful home. But the kingdom falls before the scroll is found, leaving its location a great mystery, until a current day archeological dig, funded by Sam and Remi Fargo, uncovers some vital clues.

ADV ♥ The Titanic secret
Cussler, Clive LP-5495
Investigating a mine tragedy in 1911 Colorado that killed nine people, Isaac Bell discovers a larger puzzle involving an international power scheme aimed at seizing control of a rare element.

BIO ♥ Finding Chika: a little girl, an earthquake, and the making of a family
Albom, Mitch LP-5535
Chika Jeune was born three days before the devastating earthquake that decimated Haiti in 2010. She spent her infancy in a landscape of extreme poverty, and when her mother died giving birth to a baby brother, Chika was brought to The Have Faith Haiti Orphanage that Albom operates in Port Au Prince. With no children of their own, the forty-plus children who live, play, and go to school at the orphanage have become family to Mitch and his wife, Janine. Chika's arrival makes a quick impression.

BIO ♥ Long way home
Douglas, Cameron LP-5542
The son of Michael Douglas, grandson of Kirk Douglas offers a moving, often shocking, ultimately inspiring memoir detailing his struggle to regain his dignity, humanity and place in society after many years of drug abuse and almost eight years in prison.

BIO ♥ She said: breaking the sexual harassment story that helped ignite a movement
Kantor, Jodi LP-5513
The Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters who broke the story of Harvey Weinstein's sexual abuses discuss the suspenseful untold story of their investigation, the way it changed their careers and whether or not the #MeToo movement changed things for the better.
**BIO**  
**The restless wave: good times, just causes, great fights, and other appreciations**  
McCain, John  
LP-5474  
John McCain is the rare public figure who has earned respect from both sides of the aisle. A model for bipartisanship and political integrity, McCain has never been afraid to buck trends or ruffle a few feathers. His words are more important today than ever. This candid new political memoir from Senator John McCain, his most personal books in years, covers from 2008 to the present.

**BIO**  
**Inside out: a memoir**  
Moore, Demi  
LP-5515  
Even as Demi was becoming the highest paid actress in Hollywood, however, she was always outrunning her past, just one step ahead of the doubts and insecurities that defined her childhood. Throughout her rise to fame and during some of the most pivotal moments of her life, Demi battled addiction, body image issues, and childhood trauma that would follow her for years all while juggling a skyrocketing career and at times negative public perception. As her success grew, Demi found herself questioning if she belonged in Hollywood, if she was a good mother, a good actress and, always, if she was simply good enough.

**FAN**  
**The testaments**  
Atwood, Margaret  
LP-5491  
In this brilliant sequel to The Handmaid's Tale (LP-5137), acclaimed author Margaret Atwood answers the questions that have tantalized readers for decades. When the van door slammed on Offred's future at the end of The Handmaid's Tale, readers had no way of telling what lay ahead for her, freedom, prison or death.

**FAN**  
**Sophia princess among beasts**  
Patterson, James  
LP-5503  
Finding herself the leader of a nightmarish realm populated by the awful beasts of her childhood stories, Princess Sophia unlocks a profound ancient secret to defend her people from violent conquerors.

**FAN**  
**The bookshop on the shore**  
Colgan, Jenny  
LP-5479  
A grand baronial house on Loch Ness, a quirky small-town bookseller, and a single
mom looking for a fresh start all come together in this witty and warm-hearted novel.

**FIC** ♥ *Every note played*
Genova, Lisa ♦ LP-5454
An accomplished concert pianist, Richard now has ALS. His right arm is paralyzed. The loss feels like a death, a divorce, his divorce. He knows his left arm will go next. Three years ago, Karina removed their wedding picture from the living room wall and hung a mirror there instead. But she still hasn't moved on.

**FIC** ♥ *Weddings at Promise Lodge*
Hubbard, Charlotte ♦ LP-5532
Christine Bender's feelings for the widowed Bishop Monroe are put in jeopardy when a dark secret from his past comes to light.

**FIC** ♥ *Then she was gone*
Jewell, Lisa ♦ LP-5453
Ten years after her teenage daughter disappears, a woman crosses paths with a charming single father whose young child feels eerily familiar. The unanswered questions she's tried so hard to put to rest begin to haunt Laurel anew. Did Ellie really run away from home, as the police suspected, or was there a more sinister reason for her disappearance? And why does his daughter remind Laurel so viscerally of her own missing girl?

**FIC** ♥ *Promise not to tell*
Krentz, Jayne Ann ♦ LP-5459
For years, Seattle gallery owner Virginia Troy has battled demons that stem from her childhood time in a cult where a fire burned through the compound, killing her mother. Now one of her artists has taken her own life after sending Virginia a last painting, one that makes Virginia doubt everything about the so-called suicide and her own past.

**FIC** ♥ *The tinderbox*
Lewis, Beverly ♦ LP-5470
When Sylvia Miller finds her father's old tinderbox left unlocked, her curiosity is piqued. She opens the box and uncovers secrets best left alone. A confrontation with her father leads to a shocking revelation that will forever change not only her own life but also that of her family and her Amish community.

**FIC** ♥ *The most fun we ever had*
Lombardo, Claire ♦ LP-5484
The four adult daughters of two Chicago parents who have been madly in love for decades recklessly ignite old rivalries, until a long-buried secret threatens to shatter the lives they built.

**FIC** ♥ *After the end*
Mackintosh, Clare ♦ LP-5493
Max and Pip are the strongest couple you know. They're best friends, lovers, unshakable. But then their son gets sick and the doctors put the question of his survival into their hands. For the first time, Max and Pip can't agree. They each want a different future for their son.
Thirty-five years later, Suzanna Peacock is struggling with her notorious mother's legacy. The only place Suzanna finds comfort is in The Peacock Emporium, the beautiful coffee bar and shop she opens that soon enchants her little town. There she makes perhaps the first real friends of her life, including Alejandro, a male midwife, escaping his own ghosts in Argentina.

A tale set over the course of five decades traces a young man's rise from poverty to wealth and back again as his prospects center around his family's lavish Philadelphia estate.

Only while trick riding can Ella Fleming forget the truth about who she really is, the daughter of a murderer. Phillip DeShazer buries the guilt he feels for his father's death in work and drink, and his guilt continues to grow the more Ella Fleming comes to his rescue. Will they be able to overcome their pasts and trust God to guide their futures?

A story about race and privilege, set around a young black babysitter, her well-intentioned employer, and a surprising connection that threatens to undo them both.

A follow-up to the best-selling "My Italian Bulldozer" finds Paul Stuart navigating romantic complications while writing his latest cookbook before finding his fortunes tangles up with those of an infamous restaurant in the French countryside.

Though Aunt Gerd has softened towards them, Uncle Einar remains a harsh landlord as two more Carlsons, Nilda and Ivar, join Signe and Rune at the farm in Minnesota. When tragedy lays a dark secret bare, the Carlsons and Strands will have to come together and become a true family.
FIC ♥  A season of grace
Snelling, Lauraine  LP-5465
Though her first few months in America were difficult, Nilda Carlson's life now resembles the images that filled her dreams in Norway. But when she spots the man from her terrifying past in town, she worries her new life, and hope for love, is crashing down around her. Did danger follow her across the Atlantic?

FIC ♥  A song of joy
Snelling, Lauraine  LP-5466
New to America, Norwegian immigrant Nilda Carlson is encouraged by her wealthy mentor to better herself and the community of Blackduck. While her ideas to help other immigrants meet resistance, she finds delight in her piano lessons with a handsome schoolteacher. But with a detective digging into her past and a rich dandy vying for her hand, Nilda must decide which future she will choose.

FIC ♥  The lager queen of Minnesota
Stradal, J Ryan  LP-5522
A talented baker running a business out of her nursing home reconnects with her master brewer sister at the same time her pregnant granddaughter launches an IPA brewpub.

FIC ♥  The Oysterville sewing circle :
Wiggs, Susan  LP-5486
Forced by scandal to return to her Pacific coast childhood home, a Manhattan fashionista assumes guardianship over two orphans and bonds with a circle of fellow seamstresses before an unexpected challenge tests her courage and heart.

FIC ♥  Red at the bone
Woodson, Jacqueline  LP-5450
As Melody celebrates a coming of age ceremony at her grandparents' house in 2001 Brooklyn, her family remembers 1985, when Melody's own mother prepared for a similar party that never took place in this novel about different social classes.

HIF ♥  That Churchill woman
Barron, Stephanie  LP-5457
A tale inspired by the life of Winston Churchill's scandal-marked American mother follows the experiences of a wealthy and fiercely independent New Yorker whose whirlwind romance with a duke's son sweeps her disruptively into British royalty and politics.

HIF ♥  Sword of kings
Cornwell, Bernard  LP-5548
Uhtred of Bebbanburg is a man of his word. An oath bound him to King Alfred. An oath bound him to 2thelflaed. And now an oath will wrench him away from the ancestral home he fought so hard to regain. For Uhtred has sworn that on King Edward's death, he will kill two men. And now Edward is dying.

HIF ♥  The Chelsea girls
Davis, Fiona  LP-5497
A 20-year friendship between a playwright and an actress with Broadway ambitions is tested by the impact of McCarthy-era witch hunts among the creative residents of New York City's Chelsea Hotel.
HIF ♥ The Chapman legacy
Davis, John Neely LP-5463
Traces the West through three generations of Chapmans, from the ending of the great American cowboy of the late 1800s through the hellish aftermath of the Korean War.

HIF ♥ The long shadow
Kanell, Beth LP-5526
Teens Alice and Jerushah cross paths with a bounty hunter in northern Vermont and stage a daring rescue of former slave Sarah Johnson. But weather and the challenges of mountain life bring more danger.

HIF ♥ Lost roses
Kelly, Martha Hall LP-5505
Based on true events, a tale set a generation before Lilac Girls (LP-5193) traces the stories of three women, including Caroline Ferriday's mother, a Romanov cousin and a fortune-teller's daughter, against a backdrop of the Russian revolution and World War I.

HIF ♥ Inland
Téa Obreht LP-5490
An unflinching frontierswoman riding out the Arizona Territory drought of 1893 finds her life intertwined with that of a former outlaw whose ability to see ghosts has inspired a momentous expedition.

HIF ♥ Wishing Caswell dead
Stoltey, Pat LP-5531
In the early 1800s in a village on the Illinois frontier, the residents of Sangamon harbor many secrets, and Caswell knows them all. A historical mystery about the evil that hides within a village, one girl who is determined to save herself and her child, and a violent murder no one wants to solve.

HIF ♥ The Nickel boys
Whitehead, Colson LP-5451
A follow-up to the Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award-winning, "The Underground Railroad" (LP-4864), follows the harrowing experiences of two African-American teens at an abusive reform school in Jim Crow-era Florida.

HIF ♥ The golden hour
Williams, Beatriz LP-5481
Traveling to World War II Nassau to interview the infamous Duke and Duchess of Windsor, an investigator for a New York society magazine uncovers a treasonous plot that is complicated by her romance with an unscrupulous scientist.

HIF ♥ The summer country
Willig, Lauren LP-5477
Inheriting the ruins of a Barbados sugar plantation, a young woman from Victorian Bristol is seduced by the region's dark tropical beauty at the same time her new neighbors take steps to acquire the property for themselves.

HIS ♥ Killing Patton: the strange death of World War II's most audacious general
O'Reilly, Bill LP-5473
General Patton died under mysterious circumstances in the months following the end of World War II. For almost seventy
years, there has been suspicion that his
death was not an accident, and may very
well have been an act of assassination.
Killing Patton takes readers inside the final
year of the war and recounts the events
surrounding Patton's tragic demise,
 naming the many powerful people who
 wanted him dead.

**Mystery**

**MYS ♦ Canal days calamity**
Blair, Jamie M.  LP-5529
Cameron Cripps-Hayman is taken aback when she stumbles upon a murdered neighbor behind her sister's shop, Dog Diggity. The timing couldn't be worse, it's only a week until the store's grand opening during Canal Days, the biggest festival of the year.

**MYS ♦ Paradise Valley**
Box, C. J.  LP-5471
For three years, Investigator Cassie Dewell has been on a hunt for a serial killer known as The Lizard King. He works as a long haul trucker. His prey are the 'lot lizard' prostitutes who frequent truck stops. And she almost caught him, once. Working for the Bakken County, North Dakota sheriff's department, Cassie has set what she believes is the perfect trap and she has lured him and his truck to a depot. Standing by, ready to close the net are half a dozen undercover officers, including Cassie's fiancé Ian. But the plan goes horribly wrong, and the blame falls to Cassie.

**MYS ♦ She stopped for death**
Buzzelli, Elizabeth Kane  LP-5533
When elusive and highly secretive poet Emily Sutton reemerges into society, making strange accusations, Jenny Weston and her neighbor, author Zoe Zola, look into the poet's half-truths, which leads them to a horrible murder.

**MYS ♦ The lost traveller**
Connolly, Sheila  LP-5462
Discovering a badly beaten body on the property of her thriving Irish pub, Maura Donovan is astonished when the victim's identity is released and nobody admits to knowing him, a mystery that exposes dark community secrets.

**MYS ♦ A bitter feast**
Crombie, Deborah  LP-5514
Invited to spend a weekend at a tranquil Cotswolds village, husband-and-wife Scotland Yard detectives Kincaid and James are drawn into a dangerous web of secrets involving an up-and-coming star chef and a series of mysterious deaths.

**MYS ♦ The diva sweetens the pie**
Davis, Krista  LP-5475
Old Town's pie festival crumbles into chaos after a celebrity judge is murdered, leaving it up to Sophie Winston to dole out justice.

**MYS ♦ Murders and metaphors**
Flower, Amanda  LP-5461
Charming Books owner Violet Waverly investigates after a celebrity sommelier who was scheduled for a book signing at her shop is found stabbed to death in a frozen vineyard.
MYS ♥ The spook in the stacks
Gates, Eva LP-5524
Halloween in North Carolina's Outer Banks becomes seriously tricky when librarian Lucy Richardson stumbles across something unusual in the rare books section: a dead body. With "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" on everyone's minds, Lucy needs to separate the clues from the boos if she wants to crack this case.

MYS ♥ Force of nature
Harper, Jane LP-5467
Five colleagues go on a corporate retreat in the wilderness, but one of the women doesn't come out of the woods. And each of her companions tells a slightly different story about what happened. Australian Federal Agent Aaron Falk has a keen interest in the whereabouts of the missing hiker. As the investigation takes him deep into isolated forest, Falk discovers secrets lurking in the mountains, and a tangled web of personal and professional friendship, suspicion, and betrayal among the hikers. But did that lead to murder?

MYS ♥ Knife
Nesbø, Jo LP-5489
Learning that a serial rapist and killer he helped put away has been released from prison, Harry Hole wakes up from a drunken blackout with mysterious blood on his hands.

MYS ♥ Killer instinct
Patterson, James LP-5487
The murder of an Ivy League professor pulls Dr. Dylan Reinhart out of his ivory tower and onto the streets of New York, where he reunited with his old partner, Detective Elizabeth Needham. As the worst act of terror since 9/11 strikes the city, a name on the casualty list rocks Dylan's world. Is his secret past about to be brought to light?

MYS ♥ The 19th Christmas
Patterson, James LP-5510
A peaceful San Francisco holiday season is shattered by a criminal mastermind's ominous threats for Christmas morning, prompting Detective Lindsay Boxer and her friends to prepare for an attack by a commissioned army of criminals.

MYS ♥ Steamed open
Ross, Barbara LP-5530
It's summertime in Busman's Harbor, Maine, but a mysterious new neighbor blocks access to the beach, cutting off the Snowden Family Clambake's supply. Julia Snowden is just one of many townspeople angered by Bartholomew Frick. But who was angry enough to kill him?

MYS ♥ The last widow
Slaughter, Karin LP-5512
On a hot summer night, a scientist from the Centers for Disease Control is grabbed by unknown assailants in a shopping center parking lot. The authorities are desperate to save the doctor who's been vanished into thin air.

MYS ♥ Murder with cucumber sandwiches
Smith, Karen Rose LP-5541
Steeped in anxiety over the arrival of restaurant critic Derek Schumaker, tea shop
owners Daisy and Aunt Iris discover that reviews can be murder when he is poisoned to death.

MYS ♥ Leave no scone unturned
Swanson, Denise LP-5528
Normalton University is marred by murder, and if Dani's Chef-to-Go business is going to keep its college-aged clientele, she must team up with the handsome head of university security to find the killer.

Psychology/Self Help

PDY ♥ Happiness is a choice you make: lessons from a year among the oldest old
Leland, John LP-5469
An enduring collection of lessons that emphasizes, above all, the extraordinary influence we wield over the quality of our lives. With humility, heart, and wit, Leland has crafted a sophisticated and necessary reflection on how to "live better," informed by those who have mastered the art.

Romance

ROM ♥ The Christmas boutique
Chiaverini, Jennifer LP-5508
When severe wintry weather damages a church hosting the annual Christmas boutique, Sylvia offers space at Elm Creek Manor, where fundraising efforts are complicated by the private struggles of her fellow quilters.

ROM ♥ Window on the bay
Macomber, Debbie LP-5502
Encouraged by her best friend to start dating again, a Seattle intensive care nurse and empty nester unexpectedly catches the attentions of her injured mother's stoic surgeon.

ROM ♥ The giver of stars
Moyes, Jojo LP-5538
Volunteering for Eleanor Roosevelt's new traveling library in small-town Kentucky, an English bride joins a group of independent women whose commitment to their job transforms the community and their relationships.

ROM ♥ Immortal born
Sands, Lynsay LP-5520
Allie Chambers resorts to stealing from a blood bank when she finds herself caring for a ravenous, orphaned baby.

ROM ♥ Almost just friends
Shalvis, Jill LP-5543
Anticipating well-earned freedom after raising her siblings, a tough woman forges an unexpected bond with an enigmatic stranger before a massive storm and demons from the past throw everything she believes into question.

ROM ♥ Child's play
Steel, Danielle LP-5509
Enduring her late husband's death by embracing strict self-discipline to secure her career and the prospects of her children, a prestigious Manhattan attorney is confronted by astonishing secrets and out-of-wedlock baby.
ROM ♥ Lost and found
Steel, Danielle LP-5488
Spurred by old memories and a life-changing accident, Madison embarks on a cross-country adventure to reconnect with three very different men to reevaluate her past choices.

Science Fiction

SFF ♥ The feed
Windo, Nick Clark LP-5521
Living in a world where everyone is willingly addicted to The Feed, a technology that instantly connects everyone to news, information, and the thoughts and feelings of others, Tom must help his family survive when The Feed collapses, decimating modern society.

Suspense

SUS ♥ The shameless
Atkins, Ace LP-5485
Approached by two New York reporters to reopen a 20-year-old suicide case, Sheriff Quinn Colson finds the investigation complicated by a local crime syndicate's involvement in a gubernatorial election.

SUS ♥ Elevator pitch
Barclay, Linwood LP-5506
When an outbreak of fatal elevator crashes in Manhattan coincides with a sinister drop in emergency response services, two seasoned New York detectives and a straight-shooting journalist race against time to find answers.

SUS ♥ The birthday girl
de la Cruz, Melissa LP-5482
When all of her secrets come to light on the night of her fabulous 40th birthday party, Ellie de Florent-Stinson, a woman greatly envied by all who know her, watches as the beautiful facade of her life crumbles in one eventful night.

SUS ♥ The perfect wife
Delaney, J P LP-5504
A woman miraculously restored to health by the innovations of her tech icon husband struggles with fragmented memories of a past that differs from her husband's accounts.

SUS ♥ The lying room
French, Nicci LP-5511
An unfaithful married woman is navigating a deadly spiral of misdirection against a detective and a killer when she is set up for murder.

SUS ♥ The lying room
French, Nicci LP-5507
It should have been just a mid-life fling. A guilty indiscretion that Neve Connolly could have weathered. An escape from twenty years of routine marriage to her overworked husband, and from her increasingly distant children. But when Neve pays a morning-after visit to her lover, Saul, and finds him brutally murdered, their pied-à-terre still heady with her perfume, all the lies she has so painstakingly stitched together threaten to unravel.
Under occupation
Furst, Alan       LP-5549
A historical novel based on the true stories of Polish prisoners in Nazi Germany finds a young member of the French resistance in occupied Paris navigating increasingly dangerous assignments and the machinations of an enigmatic spy.

Red metal
Greaney, Mark     LP-5499
A high-ranking American Marine joins a team of international military elites to prevent a Russian strike against Europe that threatens to change the balance of power in the West.

The guardians
Grisham, John     LP-5537
In the small north Florida town of Seabrook, a young lawyer named Keith Russo was shot dead at his desk as he worked late one night. The killer left no clues behind. There were no witnesses, no real suspects, no one with a motive. The police soon settled on Quincy Miller, a young black man who was once a client of Russo's. Quincy was framed, convicted, and sent to prison for life. For twenty-two years he languished in prison with no lawyer, no advocate on the outside. Then he wrote a letter to Guardian Ministries, a small innocence group founded by a lawyer/minister named Cullen Post.

The wife between us
Hendricks, Greer   LP-5458
Read between the lies. When you read this book, you will make many assumptions. You will assume you are reading about a jealous ex-wife. You will assume she is obsessed with her replacement, a beautiful younger woman who is about to marry the man they both love. You will assume you know the anatomy of this tangled love triangle. Assume nothing.

Stolen things
Herron, R.H.       LP-5498
When her daughter, Jojo, who is involved in a sensational crime involving a missing girl and a dead body, makes a shocking discovery about the police department, a 911 police dispatcher discovers they can trust no one as they try to find the missing girl before someone else does.

Never have I ever
Jackson, Joshilyn  LP-5480
When her loved ones are put in danger by a blackmailer who threatens to expose dangerous secrets, a devoted family woman struggles to keep the upper hand in an escalating war of betrayal.

Sins of the fathers
Jance, J. A.        LP-5523
Agreeing to help an acquaintance from the past track down a missing child, Beau launches an investigation that forces him to confront his troubled past.

Agent running in the field
Le Carre, John      LP-5540
Desperate to resist the political turbulence of his 2018 London home, a young man establishes connections that lead him down a dark and dangerous path.
Everyone knows a couple like Jack and Grace. He has looks and wealth; she has charm and elegance. He's a dedicated attorney who has never lost a case; she is a flawless homemaker, a masterful gardener and cook, and dotes on her disabled younger sister. Though they are still newlyweds, they seem to have it all. Jack and Grace are inseparable. Some might call this true love. Others might wonder why Grace never answers the phone. Or why she can never meet for coffee, even though she doesn't work. How she can cook such elaborate meals but remain so slim. Or why she never seems to take anything with her when she leaves the house, not even a pen. Or why there are such high-security metal shutters on all the downstairs windows. Some might wonder what's really going on once the dinner party is over, and the front door has closed.

In her career as an Army intelligence officer, Amy Cornwall has seen haunting sights half a world away. None compare to the chilling scene at her Virginia home. It is empty. A phone rings with a terrifying ultimatum: locate and liberate an unnamed captive in forty-eight hours, or her kidnapped husband and ten-year-old daughter are dead. Now, and in open defiance of Army Command, Amy must employ every lethal tactic she has to save them. To succeed, she must discover not only who dispatched her on this mission, but why. Without her family, she's dead anyway.

In her career as an Army intelligence officer, Amy Cornwall has seen haunting sights half a world away. None compare to the chilling scene at her Virginia home. It is empty. A phone rings with a terrifying ultimatum: locate and liberate an unnamed captive in forty-eight hours, or her kidnapped husband and ten-year-old daughter are dead. Now, and in open defiance of Army Command, Amy must employ every lethal tactic she has to save them. To succeed, she must discover not only who dispatched her on this mission, but why. Without her family, she's dead anyway.

Ex-Boston homicide detective Billy Robinson has retreated to a quiet life on the New England coast. Struggling to cope following the death of his beloved wife, he must now run the inn that Siobhan took care of so well. The inn's quirky residents help keep Billy on solid ground as he grieves, and the group soon become an unconventional family. But this small town is in the grips of a growing opioid epidemic, and when a young resident gets hooked into the crisis, Billy knows he must act to save the people in the inn that he has grown to care so much about. With his secretive past in Boston catching up to him, can Billy survive long enough to save the town, and its beloved inn, from ruin?

Returning to their hometown a year after an emergency evacuation, locals Maggie and Jordan encounter a very different community transformed by military overseers, savage animals and disturbing changes in their loved ones.
**SUS ♥ Bloody genius**
Sandford, John  LP-5539
When a culture war between rival departments at a local state university culminates in the death of a renowned scholar, Virgil Flowers struggles to identify a killer among a group of wildly passionate, diametrically opposed zealots.

**SUS ♥ After Anna**
Scottoline, Lisa  LP-5456
When widower Dr. Noah Alderman marries Maggie Ippolitti, he and his young son are happy for the first time in a long time. Maggie is overjoyed when she gets another chance to mother the child she thought she'd lost forever, her daughter Anna. Neither guessed that everything would go wrong, and so quickly. Events take a heartbreaking turn when Anna is murdered and Noah is accused and tried for the heinous crime.

**SUS ♥ The new girl**
Silva, Daniel  LP-5478
The kidnapping of a mysterious girl from her Swiss boarding school ignites a secret war between Israeli intelligence chief Gabriel Allon and an old enemy who would transform the future of the Middle East.

**SUS ♥ Mr. Nobody**
Steadman, Catherine  LP-5547
Treating a man found on the beach with no memory of his identity, a neuropsychologist who would hide her own past is confronted by her patient's mysterious knowledge of her secrets.

**SUS ♥ The death of Mrs. Westaway**
Ware, Ruth  LP-5536
On a day that begins like any other, Hal receives a mysterious letter bequeathing her a substantial inheritance. She realizes very quickly that the letter was sent to the wrong person, but also that the cold-reading skills she's honed as a tarot card reader might help her claim the money. Soon, Hal finds herself at the funeral of the deceased, where it dawns on her that there is something very, very wrong about this strange situation and the inheritance at the center of it.

**Western**

**WES ♥ The avenging angels**
Dukes, Michael  LP-5519
Confederate captain Gabriel Kings and the gang of outlaws called the Avenging Angels of the Shenandoah are about to face the most serious threat of their infamous careers, a posse headed by two seasoned Texas Rangers and a pair of cagey Pinkerton detectives.

**WES ♥ To hell and beyond**
Henry, Mark  LP-5517
When the past comes back with a vengeance, the Scout Trackers, a group of men who distinguished themselves with uncommon valor in the brutal Geronimo Campaign, are reunited and must enforce their fearless brand of justice from Montana all the way to the Arizona Territory.
James MacLaren, a fugitive from Scotland, embarks on a new life in California, escaping his secrets but not his hatred for the upper class.

When his ranch is savagely attacked, John Slaughter, harboring a beautiful woman, a powerful Mexican rancher and an exotic new breed of cattle, soon discovers that this is only the first shot in a bigger Arizona bloodbath and only he can stop the onslaught.

Ex-Confederate Hunter Buchanon, along with his loyal companion, a coyote named Bobby Lee, is determined to live a peaceful gun-free life but fate, in the form of a corrupt sheriff's deputy, has other plans for him.

In 1881, in a train robbery near Denver, Colorado, $500,000 in government greenbacks and gold was stolen, and two soldiers were brutally murdered. All attempts by army and railway detectives to find the killers and recover the money ended in failure. Then the Secretary of War's top advisor is told the man for the job is no-nonsense, relentless lawman Marshal Frank Mabry.
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